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Most people recognize the ubiquitous Northern Flicker as the most common woodpecker 
they encounter in their daily lives. Early-season drumming and excavating also makes them 
one of the most troublesome birds for homeowners. Whether loved or reviled, few people 
stop to consider the movements or population dynamics of Northern Flickers. 



Two subspecies of Northern Flicker inhabit the United States and Canada, with the Yellow-
shafted version (Colaptes auratus auratus) occurring in the east, and the Red-shafted version 
(C. a. cafer) occurring in the west. As their names imply, feather-shaft color defines the main 
differences between these subspecies, though facial and nape markings also differ. These 
subspecies hybridize along a long, narrow zone that cuts right through Montana. Though the 
Bitterroot Valley sits well west of the defined hybrid zone, I’ve seen several flashes of yellow 
from flying flickers in my time living in the Bitterroot Valley.
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Flicker movements are well studied in other parts of their range, but not so much on the 
edges of the hybrid zone. Observers along the East Coast, around the Great Lakes, and in 
California have counted large flocks of hundreds to thousands of flickers in the fall, as 
northern populations move south. Banding recoveries suggest populations in western Canada 
move south to overwinter west of the Rocky Mountains. Indeed, flicker observations abound 
during Montana winters as their large size, loud vocalizations, and comfort around people 
make them easy to observe. But do we have more flickers in the winter than at other times of 
the year? We wanted to know if we have migratory flickers overwintering in Montana and if 
we fall more within a hybrid zone than previously documented. Nanotags and the Motus 
infrastructure allow us the ability to tease out answers to such questions. 



Missoula (6) 

Lolo (3)

Stevensville 
(2)

Corvallis (3)

I worked with William Blake and Eric 
Rasmussen at sites from Missoula south to 
Corvallis (stars), all near Motus stations 
(blue dots). We also have stations to the 
north and south and Canadian collaborators 
maintain stations to our northwest. 

To capture flickers, we used the same drop-
down traps over suet feeders that we use to 
capture Lewis’s Woodpeckers. With little 
effort, we captured 14 flickers in mid 
March, with a high of six captures at Eric’s 
house in Missoula. We captured four 
females and ten males. 



A bird in the hand allows for greater appreciation of beauty not realized at a distance. While 
their colorful feather shafts attract most attention, flickers display an incredible diversity of 
patterning on all parts of their body, including tiny hearts under their tails. 

The patterning on their backs helps them blend in with tree trunks and the ground while 
foraging. Their bright shafts and white rump patch reveal themselves in flight. 
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Four of the 14 flickers (29%) we captured showed hybrid characteristics, a much higher rate 
than seen in breeding flickers from western Montana. Our collaborators at the UM Bird 
Ecology Lab banded 98 flickers from 2007 until 2021 and only 11 (11%) showed hybrid 
characteristics. 

The three males below showed mostly red-shafted traits, but also had variable levels of red 
on their nape, a trait of yellow-shafted flickers. True yellow-shafted flicker males would have 
a brown face and a black “moustache” instead of red. 



We captured a female flicker with much yellower feather shafts than what we normally see.  
She showed a mostly gray face, typical of red-shafted flickers. Female yellow-shafted faces 
are entirely brown.    



To our surprise, we’ve had little to no detections of flickers at Motus stations so far. The 
Teller Station in Corvallis has intermittently detected two flickers over the past few weeks. If 
detections there continue, I’ll try to relocate them to look for signs of breeding. I banded 
another flicker at my house and we detected it once about four miles away at at the Lee 
Metcalf National Wildlife Refuge. We have not detected any other flickers at stations, via 
handheld telemetry, or by looking for color bands. That said, numerous un-banded flickers 
continue to come to the feeders used in capture efforts. Just how many flickers might be out 
there? And where will the ones we banded land? We’ll continue to keep tabs on the Motus 
website in the next few weeks, hoping for additional detections.


